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About This Content

Sherman Hill is a fantastic North American freight route, and now you can be the engineer on your own trains on this great
railroad line in Train Simulator.

Running 60 miles between Cheyenne and Laramie, Wyoming, the route is well-known for the tough grades which resulted in the
Union Pacific Railroad building new heavy freight locomotives to work the line. The first single track railroad was laid in 1868,

passing over the summit at 8,247 feet, and the route was steadily upgraded with double tracks and stronger bridges in the
following decades.

The Sherman Hill route for Train Simulator features a superb fleet of Union Pacific diesel locomotives including the SD70M,
SD40-2, ES44C and SW10, plus some seriously long freight trains for you to haul over the grades. Six scenarios will help you

explore this great railroad line, and drivers also have the option of taking Track #3 to Laramie.

Includes:

Sherman Hill route from Laramie to Cheyenne, Wyoming featuring Track #3 and the famous Dale Rocks, plus realistic storm
effects.

Union Pacific ES44AC, SD70M, SD40-2 and SW10 locomotives and appropriate rolling stock.

6 scenarios:

Introduction to Sherman Hill
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Welcome to Cheyenne
Granite via Wycon

Running the #3 Track
The Midnight Magnet

Arrival of the Thunderheads

Our thanks to Train Simulator player Tim Major who suggested the concept for ‘The Midnight Magnet’.
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Title: Train Simulator: Sherman Hill Route Add-On
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Dovetail Games
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 20 Sep, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English,French,German,Polish,Russian
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Apple Jack is a fantastic platform game with great puzzle elements. It\u2019s emphasis varies greatly from level to level,
however it\u2019s generally more on the platforming \u2018execution\u2019 side than the puzzle solving, but both feel
significant - full review: http:\/\/www.agoners.com\/index.php\/the-reviews\/

Apple Jack 2 is basically another 61 levels of Apple Jack. So there\u2019s not too much to add to my previous review of that as
it really is more of the same. Jack still comes with an immensely appley head, the levels are still incredibly varied and fun and
the challenge levels are also very high once again. Full review: http:\/\/www.agoners.com\/index.php\/apple-jack-2-review\/.
This is simply one of the best old-school style games you can ever add to your Steam library, and at the cheap price point, it's
really a no-brainer. I only wish they'd release the soundtrack, because it's one of the best set of chiptune jams this side of the
galaxy.. 10\/10 Gameplay. I love this kind of mahjong game and have bought several for various devices over the years. But as it
stands with the control scheme, I can't recommend this game. The word "relaxing" is in the title, but the control scheme makes
you point with your nose and click with your finger. Moving your head all over is anything but relaxing. What's also strange is as
you rotate your head, the entire board rotates as well. Couple that with a very strange parallax effect on the world if you happen
to move side by side.

Please add some kind of real touch controller support. That'd go a long way for making this fun and actually relaxing. You could
actually sit back in a chair and play the game. As it is, it's a head bobbing game.. I really wished i read everyone elses reviews
before i played this game. It was overwhelmingly short and not interesting at all.. The time mechanic is cool but I've seen it in
flash games that were honestly more fun. I mostly played the single player challenge mode as I didn't have any friends to play
with.

Moving slow moving characters around the screen to hit stationary targets is really not very exciting. It also takes forever to
restart when you fail just adding to the frustration. This game is really punishing right from the beginning, and not in a fun way.
I dont mind being thrown in the deep end but this is a bit much.

Also what's with T and Y being the default action keys?

Probably more fun in multiplayer.. I read your comprehensive instructions regarding how to write reviews for your video game,
and I hope I am not breaking any violations, or your heart, with the subsequent review.

Your game is amazing, and has unlimited potential for financial success, if you tweak the following:

1) Maybe add textures.
2) The outhouse crashed the game. Maybe make the outhouse NOT crash the game. Otherwise I will just look at the lumpy
church instead.
3) The Hitler zombie mannequin gymnasts who were summoned by the mythical cowbell seemed to lack sufficient animation,
textures, AI, sound effects, models, movement, and essentially every possible thing one could associate with anything in a video
game ever. But besides that, we loved the zombies.
4) How dare you, sir. How dare you.. This game is awesome especially if you are with a group of 4 or more friends

The first time I played this I laught the whole time!

I like it very much and rate it 5/7
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10\/10 lost my balance in real life. (This review was made as of the 0.8.1.24230 update)

Trailmakers is a rather promising concept on paper. Being a fan of this strangely absorbing genre of "lego car builders", an
interest that i can blame squarely on the botched third instalment to the banjo-Kazooie franchise, this game immediately stood
out to me.

Not sure if anyone remembers Nuts&Bolts. If you do, then i apologise for reminding you of it, but at least you have a solid grasp
of what this game is already. for those not initiated, imagine those lego car sets that you could buy and put together, only those
model cars now actually move around and have a pathological hatred for chickens. You can build land, air, sea and a mix of the
three, with a lot of factors to take into consideration as you sculpt your lego masterpiece, such as aerodynamics, downforce,
stability, traction, power, weight distribution, the completely nutty physics engine that disintegrates your car for no reason, all
that good stuff. It's a pretty robust system of game mechanics, and i can't wait for most of them to actually start working
properly.

So, you've built your lego car. what can you do with it? Well... errr.... not much, to be honest. The game is split into four
separate game worlds, each with a different purpose... in theory. There's the sandbox map, where you can drive around, the
Danger Zone area, where you can... drive around, and the racing area, where you can... drive... around. Huh. The race area has a
host of "races" for you to compete in, but they're all time trials, where you race against ghosts of other players' best times on the
course. it gets boring very quickly, and #1 is, of course, always taken up by someone using a bot or script to drive for them so
their time's unbeatable, leaving you to waste your time competing for 4th place, because 2nd and 3rd are also bots who just
aren't as fast.

There was also an expedition mode, where you build vehicles out of parts you find lying around to tackle certain environment-
based puzzles. unfortunately, that was scrapped and replaced by a series of repetitive race circuits against AI. Flashbulb's
reasoning for this was that expedition was too hard to support, and they have an "exploration" mode in the oven, but how that
will turn out remains to be seen. all we have currently is two sandbox maps, a sandbox race map, and a race map that you can't
explore and mess around in.

The overall problem is that they've made a vehicle-builder, but they've failed to add much that you can do after the vehicle has
been made. the maps are all incredibly small, with emphasis on off-road cars, planes and boats, with barely anywhere to test out
your 2fast2quick race cars.

They seem to think that the lack of horozontal axis can be solved by a vertical axis, so both sandbox and danger zone are hilly
and mountainous, with little in the way of actual exploration. The first step to fixing this would be to just merge the danger zone
into sandbox. other than performance, i see no real reason to separate what are just the same kind of map but in different
flavours. stick 'em together and at least i don't have to sit between two loading screens to swap between them.

What this game is crying out for is simply much larger maps. if you were to get a boat or plane and keep going in a single
direction on any of the three maps, you'd find that the actual size of the map is simply massive, but only a small portion has
anything of actual value in it, so it appears possible to add more land, at least from a game engine perspective. One idea a map
dedicated to each basic flavour of vehicle, like a ravine or fjord for planes, an oceanic map with underwater caves for boats and
submarines, and some actually lengthy race tracks for both on-road and off-road vehicles respectively.

This game also has an online mode. you start up a server, choosing from the race area, the danger zone, sandbox or a fourth map
that manages to be even smaller than my IQ, and then you just mess around on it with other people present. normally, incredibly
annoying people that will attack you relentlessly and bombard you with racial slurs. unless you're playing with friends on a
password-locked server, i wouldn't bother.

The game looks pretty nice for something in early access. that sounds like a compliment, i know, but be aware that, to get the
full graphical experience, you need to be on the highest settings. The newest update (at time of writing) added a rather
surprisingly deep advanced graphics options menu, with a lot of control over a lot of things, up to and including shifting certain
processes between CPU and GPU, which helps if your system is a tad lop-sided. However, if you're not on modern hardware,
and i mean hardware you wouldn't expect needing for this game, you're going to see a lot of ugly, reduced textures and terrible
lighting.
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 Overall, performance is still in need of some optimisation. Even on my extremely modern hardware, (i9 9900K + GTX TITAN
XP, are you jealous lads?) there seems to be a lot of lag spikes, microstuttering and, on a couple of occasions, just random
freezing as the game struggles to keep up with you. Granted, it's in early access and the devs did release a patch a short while
ago that helped mitigate these performance issues, but another go-over wouldn't hurt lads, if you're still showing symptoms, you
need to keep taking your medicine.

All things considered, i mostly equate this game to an incomplete Sunday dinner. It's got the Sausages, Bacon and Beef of an
impressively in-depth lego car-builder, but it's missing the mash potato, carrots, peas and grilled tomatoes of content tailored for
said cars, and what you're given feels more like a holdover until something of actual substance is added. given the choice, i'd
wait for the exploration update to drop at the very least before making a final decision on this game. it's starved of content, and
hopefully, what flashbulb have cooking might make the difference. Guess we have to wait and see.

C'mon lads, don't disappoint us.. Love relics games and DoW2 is no exception, but this is not worth \u00a37 by far im afraid..
Promising start. Frankly, overpriced game at the moment if you ask me. This early in development, I think this game should be
about 3\/4 the price. But, onto the game itself. The current mechanics seem pretty good and there is a lot of potential for a great
game in the future, I think. Could use more products, as right now there are only shirts and shoes, but at this time it still provides
a few hours of gameplay. I think a calendar could be implemented, to allow you to schedule employees, as the employee system
right now can be a pain, as right now you have to check on their needs after every day to see if they need a day off. Plus, the
wages don't seem to be based on any currency, so it is hard to tell what is a fair wage for employees. Another relatively minor
grievance, many of the objects such as shelves and pallets need to be placed really far apart, which is often quite annoying. But,
nonetheless, it is early in development, so a lot of these annoyances can be somewhat forgiven. The game is overall pretty fun
for a time, I have been hoping for a good retail management sim for a while, and this might fill that void. In the end, this game
has a lot of promise, and with more products, more polish and more game mechanics implemented, I can see it becoming
something really good.. Definitly one of the baddest games i ever wasted my money. tryed 4-5 rounds and totaly dont get what
to do you should collect first ammo,i dont see amo and you get the hint that you can stop the time when something is fully
loaded but you cant use this when not found that ammo,your not allowed rund out of a field i would say 5*5m on the map if you
go out of this you get a warning and after a while you die because leave the map(map is not really the name i would give) your
opponents only move when you move,what maybe should give the game strategy,its no fun start a shooter without any
ammo,and first must find out where you get ammo.for me the baddest game i played at steam next to the counterstrike
zombie\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665but there i could play,here i start search ammo. tryed 4-5times and im not
stupid its no fun when you always die after 2-3minutes because of no ammo,killed by aliens zombies wtf is this exactly??sure i
could try more times find da f**in ammo but i dont want because i think game will not getting better after it,maybe round 2
search the weapon for this ammo ??. I love this game. Im unbelievably addicted, even play it at work. So with that, here is a
review:

The Positive:
If you love politics and decision making this is a game for you. Decide fates, earn gold, persteige, and religious traits, each
decision effects your ruling. Improve land, grant titles, assasinate your compitetion! Every thing you do WILL have an outcome
to be thoughtful. Civilization, Total Rome, and Fable 3 all mixed together.

The Negative:
This game has a hard learning curve but totally worth it. Some outcomes dont make sense, some traits dont seem fair, AI is
kinda corky, some laws give you too much and others too little in a way that really doesnt give the game balance, no real tutorial,
and chracters look funny, graphics are so 2009.

In a Nut Shell:
Love the game, cant wait to buy Crusader Kings 2 which I heard is amazing. Highly recommend to straedgy RP lovers who are
ok learning a game on their own. BUY IT!. permanent backpack pages.
70% dragon 2 player mount, that travels over water and can be custom colored.
sword soul wings can be +'d to give xp\/tp\/drop rate, and custom statted however you wish.
right clicking them produces a visual effect when they are equipped.
the puss-in-boots gives
3 stamina, 3 wisdom, 3 dexterity, 3 strength, 3 intelligence attribute buff per pet level.

the costume can go in your players magic wardrobe and be worn over any gear.
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infinite uses and free color customization for any costume in the magic wardrobe.. This game is really interesting. The idea of
being able to blend in with certain colored carpets is very cool. This game is really good. I think this game will be a huge hit if
people actually get the game. Plus with the price of the game, you have to buy it!. I am completely captivated by this game.
There's so much to say about it, and so few words that really seem to do it justice. What's a good word... sublime. Yes. This
game has a spirit of its own, an atmosphere, an existence, a character.

The world and characters are beautiful, detailed, and compelling. It's funny, sad, bizarre, strange, manic, and melancholic. I was
entranced from start to finish, despite swearing I'd only try it for a few minutes. I can't recommend it enough. I absolutely can
not wait to see where it goes from here.

Best five dollars I can remember spending.. Really fun roguelike and quick to get into.
I do wish it had an ascii mode.
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